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THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY

EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE

BEST CLINICAL PRACTICE ANSWERS 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

is a comprehensive, diligently 

updated, and authoritative work inculcating medical principles and clinical 

practice. SAE has more illustration and educational features for physicians 

at all levels, from MS3s to PGYs to fellows to practitioners.

• Comprehensively covers the length and 
breadth of emergency medicine, from 
medical emergencies to trauma to poisoning 
to triage

• Continually updated  

• Instant links to authoritative article 
resources: abstracts, references and 
guidelines 

• Powerful search capability
• New section on Pediatric Emergencies

in 2016

Led by Editor-in-Chief David Brown, MD, the editorial board of SAE 
comprises the best and brightest authorities in Emergency Medicine. More 
than 200 renowned authorities continually update SAE, ensuring content is 
reliable and current.

THE PERFECT RESOURCE 
AND TEACHING TOOL 
FOR LIFELONG LEARNING!

 (SAE) is the continuously updated online resource for lifelong 
learning in emergency medicine! Our topics teach principles and practice for all levels of lifelong 
learning. 

The all new SAE website and platform have been built from the ground up to focus on creating the best 
reading and educational experiences for physicians. The reading experience is on par with the best 
editorial on the web today. The use of modern fonts, 
layouts and responsive assets make the site enjoyable, 
easy to digest and highly usable on any screen and 
device.  

Our testing and curriculum tools are designed to meet 
the all learners wherever they are, 24/7, creating one 

mobile channels.

In addition, our platform allows for the creation of new 
and updated content in minutes, allowing SAE to stay 
ahead of the curve on the latest news, studies and 
evidence-based research.



Weekly Curriculum™ – The Best New Tool for Board Prep

TEACHING SLIDE 
LIBRARY

EDUCATIONAL TOOLS AND PROGRAMS

in SAE are created in 
teaching slide sets for each 
topic. This completely 
responsive tool is the 
perfect teaching and 
reference tool. 

CME

Obtain up to 50 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ with a subscription to SAE, and 

want, resume them later on, and retake them as often as you need. On successful
completion, print out your CME certificate or manage the credits from your
logbook and print the certificates later when you need them. So simple.

CME add-on for all packages!

Continuing Medical Education

Modeled after the hugely successful Weekly Curriculum™ in internal medicine:

• Weekly email-based curriculum testing trainees using clinical cases and 
Board-styled MCQs keyed to essential elements in emergency medicine 
training.

• Customization capability allows for selection of any SAE topic/questions 
for each week, providing seamless integration for your existing program 
schedule and rotation.

• Includes powerful tracking and management tools. Personal 
logbooks for each trainee show progress and individual ranking 
among peers and other trainees nationally through advanced 
metrics. Program Director logbooks are equipped with quick 

• All topics and readings are associated with Emergency 
Medicine Milestones, along with their competency codes. 
Special ‘Soft Competency Weeks’ satisfy ACGME program 
requirements with focused lessons and readings, along with 
discussion questions and cases for group lectures.

Program Director’s Logbook includes Milestone Reporting framework, which is designed for programs to 
use in a semi-annual review of resident performance and reports to ACGME.


